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Abstract
The shift to e-commerce has led to an astonishing increase in online sales for retailers.
However, the number of returns made on online purchases is also increasing and have a
profound impact on retailers’ operations and profit. Hence, retailers need to balance between
minimizing and allowing product returns. This study examines an offline showroom versus
an artificial intelligence (AI) online virtual-reality webroom and how the settings affect
customers’ purchase and retailers’ return decisions. A case study is used to illustrate the AI
application. Our results show that adopting artificial intelligence helps sellers to make better
returns policies, maximize reselling returns, and reduce the risks of leftovers and shortages.
Our findings unlock the potential of artificial intelligence applications in retail operations and
should interest practitioners and researchers in online retailing, especially those concerned
with online returns policies and the consumer personalized service experience.

Keywords Artificial intelligence · Returns policies · Offline showroom · Fit · Exchange

1 Introduction

Concerning products sold online that have nondigital attributes, themost significant downside
is that consumers’ cognition comes from looking at pictures rather than the actual items. For
example, apparel products sold online are affected by the size differences, which increase
product uncertainty regarding the fit, and the color differences between the items and the
pictures. To induce apprehensive consumers to make a purchase, especially under no reason
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returns policy and competitive pressure, many online retailers/sellers may offer full (or nearly
full) refunds. Examples of sellers providing full refunds include Zappos.com and Saks Fifth
Avenue (Altug and Aydinliyim 2016). It is worth noting, however, that returning purchased
products is costly to both consumers and sellers. Even though the consumer returning a
product can make a full refund claim, she must pay the return cost. For example, purchasing
return and exchange freight insurance has becoming a necessary guarantee for consumers
to buy online (Chen 2019). In addition, consumers may incur packaging and shipping costs
associated with returning an item. It has been reported that approximately 72% of Chinese
consumers hope to purchase online and return offline, which reveals that consumers with high
return cost may be reluctant to purchase products online (McKinsey 2015). However, con-
sumer returns substantially aggravate online operation and erode sellers’ profits, especially
those returns that have no defects. Sprague et al. (2008) report that about 95% of returns have
no defects. Furthermore, Gartner’s survey of 300 retailers around the world showed that more
than 52% of returns can only be salvaged (Overseas Chinese News Network 2015). All this
shows that the depreciation of returns over time may further lower the profit margin the seller
can expect. Consequently, finding the right balance between minimizing returns and provid-
ing full refunds is extremely challenging. This paper focuses on two types of operational
innovation adopted by online sellers: an offline showroom focusing on providing a physi-
cal experience, and artificial intelligence focusing on offering a personalized virtual-reality
experience.

As commonly practiced, creating an offline showroom is widely deemed a crucial measure
in reducing returns by preventing consumers from purchasing products that they realize
afterwards theydislike. For example, the leadingonline-firstWarbyParker creates showrooms
in somemarkets, and returns in the trading areas of the showrooms decrease by 1% (Bell et al.
2018). As reported in Pauwels and Neslinb (2015), adding an offline channel can increase the
total revenue of omnichannel sellers by nearly 20%. Furthermore, a survey of 479 managers
conducted by RetailWire revealed that the consumer experience in the showroom is the most
important ingredient of consumer satisfaction, ahead of product assortment and promotion
(Iyer and Kuksov 2012).

Aside from offline showrooms, the adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) is currently
emerging to assist online consumers when purchasing products. This paper examines three
types of artificial intelligence technologies: virtual fitting technologies, chatbots, and intelli-
gent recommendation agents.

(1) Artificial intelligence virtual fitting technologies.

To lower thematching uncertainty of online clothing sales, previous and existing virtual fitting
technologies focus on letting consumers ascertain the effectiveness of matching different
clothing items. However, artificial intelligence virtual fitting technology, which uses data and
algorithms, helps sellers quickly and accurately profile the consumer’s clothing preferences,
and recommend the style and products that consumers are actually interested in, which can
be regarded as matching the artificial intelligence recommendation. For example, the leading
online seller Haomaiyi develops virtual fitting technologies to provide each consumer with
an exclusive artificial intelligence fashion consultant, which helps to convert 12.4% of fitting
consumers into purchasers and reduce the return rate of some brands by about 30% (You
2017). Other examples include Stitch Fix, an online personal styling service that relies on
artificial intelligence to accurately unlock consumer preferences aswell as product trends, and
to specialize in clothing matching subscription sales; and Modiface, which adopts artificial
intelligence to provide a virtual trial experience for Sephora (Hua Ying capital 2018) and
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online retail that provides virtual fitting-room technologies to increase the probability of
purchases and reduce the probability of returns (Gallino and Moreno 2018).

(2) Artificial intelligence chatbots.

Artificial intelligence chatbots that efficiently scan databases using sophisticated natural lan-
guage processing tools are being adopted to enhance consumer engagement, and provide a
higher quality of services and product fit information (Cohen 2017). In addition, AI chat-
bots are as effective as proficient workers and four times more effective than inexperienced
workers, which may enhance consumer purchases (Luo et al. 2019).

(3) Intelligent recommendation agents.

Using data-driven recommendation algorithms can result in a nearly 14% increase in profits
for an online retailer (Ettl et al. 2019). In addition, employing intelligent recommendation
agents with collaborative filtering can effectively recommend better fit products (Alexan-
drescu et al. 2017).Although these artificial intelligence applications cannot entirely eliminate
fit uncertainty caused by nondigital attributes of products, creating an offline showroom
allows consumers to ascertain product fit information prior to making a purchase. However,
the consumer must incur offline visiting costs, which may reduce the customer’s willingness
to engage in this experience. An artificial intelligence virtual-reality experience may greatly
lower rather than eliminate product fit uncertainty, and the consumer can have experience
from online channels without having to pay, or with having a lower cost; in other words,
adopting artificial intelligence not only increases customer attachment to the product but also
rather objectively recommends better-matching exchanges. In general, both operation inno-
vations—offline showrooms and virtual-reality showrooms—generally provide contrasting
experiences.

Furthermore, existing work that mainly empirically and experimentally examines how AI
adoption affects online returns policies pays little attention to reselling returns and demand
uncertainty, yet as mentioned above, reselling returns substantially complicates the opera-
tion and erodes margins, while demand uncertainty may amplify the risk of product leftover
and shortage. Consequently, incorporating these considerations is the focus of this paper.
Specifically, we focus on comprehensively balancing artificial intelligence adoption through
a personalized virtual-reality experience that may lower product fit uncertainty, after-sales
services that accurately and objectively recommend horizontally and vertically differenti-
ated exchanges, initial stocking decision for profitability, and tractability for practical online
operation. We first adopt an analytic newsvendor model to examine the effects of artificial
intelligence adoption on online returns polices, then use the data from Stitch Fix to comple-
ment the analytical model, thus better guiding the recommended exchanges and coping with
the challenges of fairness of consumer’s purchase caused by big data killing events (that is,
the seller sets prices higher for a product when consumer browsing and purchasing frequency
increases).

Our results have substantial implications for online sellers. First, if the cost of consumer
returns is determined to be relatively low, the consumer prefers to make an uninformed
purchase directly; thus, the seller should adopt artificial intelligence to enhance a virtual-
reality experience that substantially lowers returns. If the consumer return cost is high, we
caution that lowering consumer return costs prompts more consumers to make uninformed
purchases directly, which leads to an increasing number of returns. Second, compared with
not allowing returns, if the level of lessening misfit with an initial purchase or objectively
recommending an exchange with a subsequent return is relatively high, adopting artificial
intelligence can benefit the seller. Third, compared with a physical showroom instead of not
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allowing returns, adopting artificial intelligence expands the range of relevant parameters.
Last, artificial intelligence should accurately recommend vertically differentiated exchanges
with relatively high marginal profit.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide a review of related literature in
Sect. 2. We present the model formulation and study providing full refunds only in Sect. 3.
We then study providing an offline showroom in Sect. 4. We examine the value of artificial
intelligence adoption in Sect. 5. Managerial implications for practice and for research are
explored in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, we provide concluding remarks.

2 Literature review

Our paper draws on the following research streams: consumer returns, product fit informa-
tion, and artificial intelligence application. The first related stream of research examines
consumer returns from misfit without any product defects in a single-channel setting. Chou
et al. (2020) examine an optimal inventory policy in which returns are forecast to depend on
past demands. Shulman et al. (2009) find that even if provision of product fit information
possibly eliminates returns, returns can be part of an optimal product sales process. Su (2009)
examines the impact of returns policies on supply chain performance. Hsiao and Chen (2012)
argue that consumer returns are offered only when the high-segment consumers incur a high
hassle cost. Shang et al. (2017) examine how the extent and benefit of wardrobing affect
pricing decisions. Hu et al. (2019) find that ignoring returns may lead to overpricing and
can cause significant revenue loss. Altug and Aydinliyim (2016) examine how consumers’
discount-seeking purchase deferrals affect online returns policies. Tran et al. (2018) explore
the relative preference of a quota-based policy versus a partial-refund policy. Xiao and Shi
(2016) examine two revelation mechanismmodels of a supply chain under asymmetric infor-
mation, where the retailer provides store assistance to reduce the rate of consumer returns.
There are additional related studies that focus on the dual channel context, including the
following: Ofek et al. (2011) examine the impact of product returns on the strategies of
online retailers and brick-and-mortar retailers. Letizia et al. (2018) study how the trade-off
between product marginal value and uncertainty about product fit affects the manufacturer’s
sales channel design. Dijkstra et al. (2017) study dynamic policies for transshipment of
returns cross-channel. Most of the above studies focus on the design of returns policies in
a single-channel or multichannel context. Our work extends those findings, further studying
the impact of artificial intelligence adoption.

The second related streamof research examines creating offline showroom aswell as prod-
uct fit information. Jing (2018) examines competition between a traditional and an online
retailer in the presence of showrooming. Bell et al. (2018) report that online-first retailers
can realize demand and operational efficiency benefits from opening showrooms. Gao and
Su (2017) find that physical showrooms may prompt retailers to reduce store inventory. Xu
et al. (2017) examine the complementary and substitution impact of the tablet channel on
the smartphone and PC channels. Pauwels and Neslinb (2015) assess the revenue impact of
adding brick-and-mortar stores to already existing catalog and Internet channels. Avery et al.
(2012) study the impact of adding retail channels on catalog sales and Internet sales. Gallino
and Moreno (2018) explore how providing virtual fit information helps both customers and
retailers. Generally, the above studies focused on offline showrooms and product fit infor-
mation while we in particular examined the influence of offline showrooms and artificial
intelligence adoption on online returns policies. Additionally, there has been recent interest
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regarding the consumer experience. Iyer and Kuksov (2012) examine how providing a shop-
ping experience affects pricing and advertising strategies. Kumar et al. (2014) examine how
personal income influences service purchase decisions. We incorporate reselling returns and
demand uncertainty into studies concerning consumer experience.

Third, our work is closely related to artificial intelligence adoption. Fosso Wamba et al.
(2019) identify a set of internal and external factors related to the adoption and use of
social media technologies by the New South Wales state emergency service in Australia.
Fan et al. (2018) examine the factors impacting healthcare professionals to adopt an artificial
intelligence-based medical diagnosis support system. Luo et al. (2019) find that artificial
intelligence chatbots are as effective as proficient workers and four times more effective than
inexperienced workers in engendering customer purchases. Leung et al. (2018) examine how
artificial intelligence automation removes the possibility for consumers to internalize the
outcomes of the consumption experience. Alexandrescu et al. (2017) find that employing
artificial intelligence agents that rely on dynamically weighted graphs can effectively rec-
ommend better fit products. Sivamani et al. (2018) examine a decision support system for
the nutritional management of livestock using the Bayesian model based on fuzzy rules. Li
et al. (2018) explore how demand chain management can perform better in the electronic
commerce environment by studying website behavior data and using data analytics tools.
Ettl et al. (2019) examine how to recommend a personalized discounted product bundle to
an online shopper through data-driven algorithms. These studies did not involve reselling
returns whereas the present paper complements this literature by analytically examining the
impact of both artificial intelligence adoption and reselling returns on online returns policies.

To summarize the contribution of our work relative to the existing literature, there has
been no research that specifically focuses on supplementing online returns policies, creating
offline showrooms, and adopting artificial intelligence; our work incorporates these three
aspects.

3 Themodel

We consider an online monopolist seller who sells a product. For brevity, the entire sales
horizon is partitioned into two periods: period t1 at regular sales price p and period t2 at
salvage value s. The initial inventory and unit procurement cost to the seller are q and c,
respectively. We characterize market demand as a mass of infinitesimal consumers, and
each consumer has the most unit demand, which shows that the impact of the individual
consumer on the total demand can be negligible. The total number of consumers who decide
to make a purchase in period t1 is a random variable x ≥0 with distribution function F (·),
complementary cdf F(·) � 1 − F(·) and density function f (·). Intuitively, consumers are
unsure whether the product meets their preferences. Let m ε (0, 1) denote the probability that
a consumer really likes the product. Liking the product derives a value v from it, and a value
of zero otherwise. In period t2, the seller salvages all leftovers at discount price s through
other channels (markets); in other words, these leftovers may be resold to a liquidator who
pays only a small fraction of the original value (Ng and Stevens 2015). To a certain extent,
a positive value of s reflects the seller’s capability to resell the returns through secondary
channels (Letizia et al. 2018; Shulman et al. 2009). For instance, online seller Jingdong.com
auctions returns on Treasure Island web, which can be considered a clearing channel. We
make the usual assumption that s ≤ c.
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We assume that the seller offers full refunds and consumers are allowed to return the
product only once. Consumers can discover and learn the product fit gap only after receiving
and sometimes using the product. In the case of amisfit, the consumers return the products and
claim a full refund p. However, consumers incur costs t associatedwith returning items (Altug
and Aydinliyim 2016; Dukes and Zhu 2019). Furthermore, value depreciation of returns over
time may lower the seller’s profit margin. For simplicity, products unsold in period t1 are
labeled as new products, and products sold but returned are called returns. We assume that
v is sufficiently high such that all consumers get a non-negative surplus. A summary of our
notation is provided in “Appendix A”.

3.1 Benchmarkmodel

As a benchmark model, we first consider the setting without allowing returns; that is, each
consumerwill make an uninformed purchase, then the total demand is x. The seller’s expected
profit is given as

�B (q) � pEmin(q, x) + s[q − Emin(q, x)] − cq. (1)

Differentiating �B (q) w.r.t. q, we can calculate the optimal quantity. The first-order con-

dition (sufficient owing to profit function concavity) yields q∗
B � F

−1
[(c − s)/(p − s)], then

the resulting optimal profit is given by �∗
B � (p − s)

∫ q∗
B

0 x f (x)dx .

3.2 Providing full refunds

Common practice in many industries, such as electronics, household, and fashion reveals that
the vast majority of returns are for full (or approximately full) refunds because of competitive
pressure aswell as no reason returns policies.When the seller provides full refunds for returns,
intuitively, the consumer is always capable of returning it and claiming a full refund upon
finding product misfit. Hence, the total demand is also x.

3.2.1 Salvaging all returns (R policy)

When all returns are salvaged in period t2, the seller’s expected profit can be expressed as

�R(q) � pEmin(q, x) − (p − s)(1 − m)Emin(q, x) + s[q − Emin(q, x)] − cq. (2)

In Eq. (2), the first item represents the revenue from the products sold, the second item
indicates the loss from consumers returning products, the third item captures revenues from
salvaging new products, and the last item is the procurement cost.

In a similar fashion, we can immediately get the optimal quantity q∗
R � F

−1
[ c−s
(p−s)m ], and

the resulting optimal profit �∗
R � (p − s)m

∫ q∗
R

0 x f (x)dx .

Proposition 1 The seller’s optimal profit �∗
R is increasing convex in m.

See “Appendix B” for the proof.
Proposition 1 reveals that, as the probability m of a consumer really liking the product

increases, more consumers buy and keep the product, decreasing returns and risk of leftovers;
hence, we expect the optimal quantity and resulting optimal profit to increase.
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3.2.2 Quick resale of returns (Q policy)

Assumption 1 When returns can be resold quickly, the sales price of returns is the same as
that of the new products.

Assumption 1 argues that when the seller can resell the returns quickly, these returns can
be resold as new products (i.e., the sales price of returns is also p). This assumption is a
reasonable approximation, as follows: first, we do not consider returns caused by product
damage, end of lifecycle and speculation, but mainly focus on the returns due to misfit;
second, the return cost is incurred by consumers because the reason for the return is on the
consumer’s side; third, through simple reprocessing (such as repacking), the performance
and intrinsic value of returns are the same as that of new products, so that consumers have
the same willingness to pay for both new products and returns. Likewise, we assume that the
cost of reprocessing returns is negligible as in Akçay et al. (2013). Taken together, returns
can be resold as new products. A closely related paper is that by Crocker and Letizia (2014),
who also assumed the resale of returns at the same sales price of new products.

Next, we characterize the seller’s decision problem. First, when demand x≤q, the number
of products sold is x, and the number of returns is (1−m)x because the fraction (1− m) of sales
turns into returns. Interestingly, even if returns can be recovered quickly and resold in period
t1, because demand is less than the stocking quantity, consumers no longer purchase returns;
thus, all returns can eventually be salvaged in period t2. Second, when x>q, the number of
sales is q, the number of returns is S0 � (1 − m)q , and the remaining D0 � x − q will
cause consumers to encounter shortages when they buy products. Comparing S0 and D0, if
x < [1+(1−m)]q , then S0 > D0, the number sold to the remaining consumers encountering
shortages is D0, and the number of returns is (1−m)D0; similarly, all returns will eventually
be resold at a salvage value. Meanwhile, the unsold new products S0 − D0 in period t1 can
also only be salvaged; if x ≥ [1 + (1− m)]q , then S0 ≤ D0, consumers who cannot purchase
a new product (due to unavailability) will purchase a return; thus, the number sold to the
remaining consumers is S0, and the number of returns is S1 � (1 − m)2q; at the same time,
the remaining D1 � x −[1+(1−m)]q consumers have not yet purchased products because of
shortages. Following the same logic as above, if x < [1+ (1−m) + (1−m)2]q , then S1 >D1,
the quantity sold to the remaining consumers is D1 and the number of new products needed
to be salvaged is S1 − D1; if x ≥ [1+ (1−m)+ (1−m)2]q , then S1 ≤ D1, the number sold to
the remaining consumers is S1, the number of returns is S2 � (1− m)3q , and the number of
consumers who cannot purchase the product becomes D2 � x −[1+(1−m)+(1−m)2]q , and
so on. Essentially, all consumers may return products with a poor match, and these returns
will eventually be salvaged in period t2. Hence, the seller’s profit is as follows:

�Q(q) � p
∫ q

0
xd F(x) − (p − s)

∫ q

0
(1 − m)xd F(x) + p

∫ +∞

q
qd F(x)

− (p − s)
∫ +∞

q
(1 − m)qd F(x) + s

∫ q

0
(q − x)d F(x) − cq

. (3)

After calculation and arrangement, Eq. (3) becomes

�Q(q) � (p − s)m Emin(x, q) − (c − s)q. (4)

Solving this optimization problem allows us to get the optimal quantity q∗
Q �

F
−1

[ c−s
(p−s)m ], and the resulting optimal profit �∗

Q � �Q(q∗
Q).
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Proposition 2 The seller’s optimal quantity and profit are the same under Q policy and
R policy, but both are lower than not allowing returns policy, i.e., q∗

Q � q∗
R < q∗

B, and
�∗

Q � �∗
R < �∗

B .

Proposition 2 highlights that even though the seller is capable of quickly reselling returns,
those consumers who buy returned products may still return it if they find that the products
cannot meet their expectations, implying that all returns would be eventually salvaged. In
other words, only consumers who are really satisfied with the product will keep the product;
thus, the seller bears all losses caused by uninformed purchases resulting from product misfit.
From the seller’s perspective, the two types of reselling policies are the same. Conversely,
if returns are not allowed, all consumers make an uninformed purchase and undertake all
losses caused by product misfit, which benefits the seller. Consequently, compared with not
allowing returns, providing full refunds may not benefit the seller.

Next, we examine whether creating an offline showroom or artificial intelligence adoption
is helpful in lessening or even eliminating the potential downside of the seller providing full
refunds compared with not allowing returns.

4 Creating an offline showroom

Ideally, creating an offline showroom can be helpful for consumers to ascertain product fit
prior to making a purchase. We make the following simplifying assumption. On visiting the
showroom, a consumer can entirely determine the fit information and make an informed
purchase. That is, those consumers who really like the product buy it and keep it; otherwise,
theydonot purchase it. This assumption is reasonable as follows: Fromapractical perspective,
an offline showroom can provide auxiliary guidance regarding product purchase, such as
experts allaying consumer’s concerns about product fit gap. In the event of a poor match
or even full mismatch, the consumer does not purchase the product. Considering this, a
fraction m of consumers who are satisfied with the product buy and keep it, which we label
as the “demand lessening effect”. From a theoretical perspective, Shulman et al. (2009),
Balakrishnan et al. (2014), Gao and Su (2017), and Bell et al. (2018) all consider that after
physically touching the product, trialing the product and receiving on-site consultation in the
showroom, a consumer will not return the product after purchase.

Following convention (e.g., Ofek et al. 2011; Jing 2018), we assume that consumers
are heterogeneous with respect to their cost β of visiting showroom. Thus, let G (·) with
support [0, β̄] denote the cumulative distribution of β and g (·) denote its density, and
G(β) � 1 − G(β). Each consumer needs to balance between visiting the showroom and
purchasing online directly by comparing the expected surplus. First, she visits the showroom
to inspect the product. If satisfied, she then switches to the online channel for purchase,
yielding an expected surplus μb � m(v − p) − β. More importantly, she does not return
the product. Second, if choosing to buy online directly, she can get an expected surplus
μn � m(v − p)− (1− m)t , where m(v − p) denotes the payoff of keeping the product, and
(1 − m)t is the loss of returning it. According to un � ub, we get βR � (1 − m)t , such that
if offline visiting cost β is less than βR, the consumer prefers visiting the showroom, which
we label “informed consumer”; when β is greater than βR, she tends to make an uninformed
online purchase directly, which we label “uninformed consumer”.
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4.1 Salvaging returns

Similarly, when all returns are resold at a salvage value (ER policy), the seller’s expected
profit can then be expressed as

�E R(q) � p
∫ q

G(βR )+mG(βR )

0
[G(βR) + mG(βR)]x f (x)dx

+ p
∫ q

G(βR )

q
G(βR )+mG(βR )

[G(βR)x + (q − G(βR)x)] f (x)dx

+ p
∫ +∞

q
G(βR )

q f (x)dx + s
∫ q

G(βR )+mG(βR )

0

{
q − [G(βR) + mG(βR)]x

}
f (x)dx

− (p − s)(1 − m)Emin[q, G(βR)x] − cq. (5)

In Eq. (5), (1 − m)Emin[q, G(βR)x] denotes the total number of returns, where the first
item corresponds to the revenue when x ≤ q/[G(βR) + mG(βR)]: G(βS R)x and mG(βS R)x
represent the sales to uninformed and informed consumers, respectively. The second item
represents the revenue when q/[G(βR) + mG(βR)] < x ≤ q/G(βR), where G(βR)x and
q − G(βR)x represent the sales to uninformed and informed consumers, respectively. The
third item indicates the revenue when x > q/G(βS R), and the seller only sells the products
to uninformed consumers. The fourth item comes from salvaging new units. The fifth item
represents the loss caused by returns. The last item is the procurement cost.

After calculation and arrangement, Eq. (5) becomes:

(6)

�E R(q) � (p − s)Emin
{
q, [G(βR) + mG(βR)]x

} − (c − s)q

− (p − s)(1 − m)Emin[q, G(βR)x].

Solving this optimization problem, we have the following Proposition 3:

Proposition 3 (1) Under ER policy, the optimal quantity q∗
E R should satisfy

d�E R

dq
� (p − s)F

[
q

G(βR) + mG(βR)

]

− (1 − m)(p − s)F

[
q

G(βR)

]

− (c − s) � 0.

(7)

(2) The seller’s optimal profit �∗
E R is increasing in both t and s.

See the “Appendix B” for the proof.
The above results reveal that when the seller creates an offline showroom, (i) increasing

consumer return costs (higher βR) induces a higher proportion of consumers to fully ascertain
product fit gap before purchase, thus lowering the loss caused by consumer returns. This
argues that less uninformed consumers purchase online directly, which leads to a reduction
in returns. Taken together, the seller gets an increase in optimal profit. In other words, the
seller is better off increasing the return cost and discouraging returns (Akçay et al. 2013). As
a consequence, the seller benefits from providing a showroom rather than looking for ways
to reduce consumer return costs. (ii) Increasing the salvage value the seller can extract from
leftovers, including returns, helps increase profits.

The following Proposition 4 compares optimal profit under ER policy, R policy, and
benchmark policy.
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Proposition 4 The seller’s optimal profit under ER policy is generally higher than under R
policy, but lower than that of not allowing returns, i.e.,�∗

R ≤ �∗
E R < �∗

B .

See “Appendix B” for the proof.
According toProposition 4, first, regardless ofwhether the seller adds an offline showroom,

all leftovers, including returns, are salvaged in period t2. Under R policy, all consumers make
an uninformed purchase, which leads to a higher number of returns. Moreover, under ER
policy, informed consumers buy products and keep them, which leads to a reduction in
returns. These together, with a higher marginal loss of providing full refunds, increase the
seller’s optimal profit and be generally higher than R policy. Second, by comparing Eq. (2)
and Eq. (6), we show that providing full refunds exclusively (R policy) is a special setting of
ER policy when βR � 0, and all consumers make an uninformed online purchase directly.
Furthermore, under ER policy, we get that βR≥0, and with the increase in consumer return
costs (higher βR), more consumers tend to visit the showroom first, which heavily reduces
returns; hence, the seller’s optimal profit under ER policy is generally higher than that under
R policy. Though creating an offline showroom may result in fewer returns, it lessens the
demand base because those consumers who visit the showroom and find a poor match or
entire misfit do not make a purchase, implying that the optimal profit of the seller under ER
policy is lower than that of not allowing returns.

4.2 Quick resale of returns

When returns can be quickly resold in period t1 (EQ policy), or if offline visiting cost β is
less than βR, the consumer tends to make an informed purchase; otherwise, she makes an
uninformed online purchase directly.

Next, we examine the seller’s decision problem. First, when demand x ≤ q/[G(βR) +
mG(βR)], sales to informed and uninformed consumers are mG(βS R)x and G(βS R)x ,
respectively. In this respect, even though returns are recovered quickly and resold in
period t1, because demand is less than the stocking quantity, no consumers need to
purchase returns; thus, all returns are salvaged eventually in period t2. Second, when
q/[G(βR) + mG(βR)] < x ≤ q/G(βR), the number of new products sold to uninformed
consumers is G(βR)x , then the number of products available for sale to informed consumers
is S0 � q−G(βR)x+(1−m)G(βR)x , where q−G(βR)x denotes the number of new products
that can be sold to informed consumers, and (1 − m)G(βR)x units are bought but returned
by uninformed consumers, while the demand of informed consumers is D0 � mG(βS R)x .
Comparing S0 and D0, if x ≤ q/m, then S0 ≥ D0, the sales to informed consumers are
D0, and the number of products that need to be salvaged is q − mx ; if x > q/m, then
S0 < D0, the sales to informed consumers become S0, and these products are not returned.
Third, when x > q/G(βR), the number of new products sold to uninformed consumers is
q, the number of returns is S10 � (1 − m)q , while the remaining demand of uninformed
consumers is Dn0 � G(βR)x − q . Comparing S10 and Dn0, (i) if x < [1 + (1− m)]q/G(βR),
then S10 > Dn0, the number of new products sold to remaining uninformed consumers
is Dn0, the number of returns becomes (1 − m)Dn0, and the sales to informed consumers
become S10 − Dn0; likewise, these products are not returned. Because all uninformed con-
sumers have purchased products and are only allowed to return them once, these returns
(1 − m)Dn0 are finally resold to informed consumers. (ii) If x ≥ [1 + (1 − m)]q/G(βR),
we have that S10 ≤ Dn0, the sales to remaining uninformed consumers become S10, and
the number of returns becomes S11 � (1 − m)S10, which are also available for sale. Mean-
while, demand of uninformed consumers who have not purchased the product becomes
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Dn1 � Dn0−S10. Following the same logic as above, if x < [1+(1−m)+(1−m)2]q/G(βR),
then S11 > Dn1, the number sold to the remaining uninformed consumers isDn1, and the sales
to informed consumers become S11 − Dn1. Likewise, the remaining uninformed consumers
no longer purchase products and these returns are eventually resold to informed consumers;
if x ≥ [1 + (1 − m) + (1 − m)2]q/G(βR), we have that S11 ≤ Dn1, the number sold to
the remaining uninformed consumers is S11, and the number of returns is (1 − m)S11. The
rest may be deduced by analogy, and all returns (1 − m)q are eventually resold to informed
consumers. More importantly, these consumers will not return the products.

Considering this discussion, if demand is less than the initial inventory, even though the
seller is capable of reselling returns quickly, these returns will finally be salvaged (see case
(1)). Conversely, if demand is greater than the stocking quantity (in case of a shortage), and
the seller decides to resell returns quickly, these returns are essentially resold to informed
consumers in period t1 (see case (2) and case (3)). Hence, the seller’s optimization problem
involves maximizing
�E Q (q)

�
∫ q

G(βR )+mG(βR )

0

{
p[G(βR) + mG(βR)]x − (p − s)(1 − m)G(βR)x + s[q − (G(βR) + mG(βR))x]

}
d F(x)

+
∫ q

G(βR )

q
G(βR )+mG(βR )

[pG(βR )x − p(1 − m)G(βR)x]d F(x) +
∫ q

m

q
G(βR )+mG(βR )

[p mG(βR)x︸ ︷︷ ︸
D0

+s (q − mx)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

S0−D0

]d F(x)

+
∫ q

G(βR )

q
m

p[q − mG(βR)x︸ ︷︷ ︸
S0

]d F(x) +
∫ +∞

q
G(βR )

[pq + p(1 − m)q]d F(x) − p
∫ +∞

q
G(βR )

(1 − m)qd F(x) − cq.

(8)

After calculation and arrangement, Eq. (8) becomes:

�E Q(q) � (p − s)Emin(mx, q) − (c − s)q. (9)

Solving this optimization problem, we have the optimal quantity q∗
E Q � m F

−1
[(c −

s)/(p − s)], and the resulting optimal profit �∗
E Q � m(p − s)

∫ F
−1

( c−s
p−s )

0 x f (x)dx .

Proposition 5 Under EQ policy, the optimal initial quantity q∗
E Q, and the resulting optimal

profit �∗
E Q are a linear increasing in the product fit probability m, and do not depend on

consumer return cost t.

See “Appendix B” for the proof.
Proposition 5 shows that, (1) when a seller creates an offline showroom, those consumers

visiting the showroommake an informed purchase; therefore, the actual number of informed
consumers making purchases becomes mG(βR)x , while uninformed consumers purchase
online directly and choose to return products in case of misfit. More importantly, only when
new products are out of stock can these returns be resold to informed consumers who do
not return the in period t1, leading to the total number mx of consumers keeping products.
Furthermore, increasing fit probability m increases the number of consumers keeping prod-
ucts, which results in an increase in the quantity and optimal profit. (2) The optimal quantity
and profit do not depend on consumer return costs, which can be interpreted as follows: by
comparing Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), we show that EQ policy is the special case of ER policy when
βR � β̄, and all consumers mx make informed purchases. Furthermore, under ER policy,
then βR ≤ β̄. Not all consumers make informed purchases; that is, a proportion of consumers
still make uninformed purchases and possibly return products, which, together with a higher
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marginal loss of the seller offering full refunds, leads to a lower optimal profit compared with
EQ policy. These results argue that the maximum value of a showroom is extracted through
supplementing the offline showroom with the quick resale of returns. More interestingly,
lowering consumer return costs to encourage purchases or increasing consumer return costs
to discourage returns may not affect the seller’s profits.

In Proposition 6 below, we compare EQ policy, R policy and a policy of not allowing
returns in terms of stocking quantity and optimal profit.

Proposition 6 (1) Given f ′(x) ≥ 0, let sEQ be the unique solution to
F−1( p−c

p−s ) f [F−1( p−c
p−s )] � c−s

p−s . If s ≤ s E Q, then q∗
E Q ≥ q∗

R; if s ≥ s E Q, there

exists a threshold m* such that when m ≤ m∗, then q∗
E Q ≥ q∗

R; when m > m∗, then
q∗

E Q < q∗
R .

(2) The seller’s optimal profit under EQ policy is generally higher than under R policy,
but lower than not allowing returns, i.e., �∗

R ≤ �∗
E Q < �∗

B .

See “Appendix B” for the proof.
The condition f ′(x) ≥ 0 in Proposition 6 is sufficient but not necessary. The increasing

density condition holds, for example, in the case of a power distribution with an order greater
than or equal to one.

Three cases are discussed in Proposition 6. First, if a salvage value s that the seller can
charge is less than sEQ, the inventory quantity under EQ policy is higher than the R policy.
This can be interpreted as follows: for R policy, all consumers make an uninformed purchase,
which leads to a larger number of returns, combined with a low salvage value leading to a
low inventory; under EQ policy, informed consumers keep products after purchase, which
indirectly lowers returns. However, a fraction of returns from uninformed purchases can be
resold to informed consumers, which further lessens the remaining returns that need to be
salvaged in period t2 and indirectly decreases the risk of excess inventory, thus leading to an
inventory quantity higher than that which occurs in the R policy. Second, if a salvage value
s is greater than sEQ, whether the inventory quantity under EQ policy is higher than that
of the R policy depends on the product fit probability m. Specifically, when m is less than
m*, consumers are heavily unsure about fit; under EQ policy, visiting offline an showroom
becomes more attractive for consumers, thus more consumers make informed purchases.
This indirectly reduces returns, which combined with a higher salvage value results in a
higher inventory quantity compared with the R policy. However, when m is higher than
m*, consumers more reliably determine fit uncertainty; hence, visiting offline an showroom
becomes less attractive. In this respect, more consumers make uninformed online purchases
directly, yet a higher product match probability directly reduces returns; thus, the inventory
quantity under EQ policy is lower than that of the R policy.

Finally, the seller’s optimal profit under EQ policy is higher than that of the R policy,
and this is explained by comparing the proportion of uninformed and informed consumers
between R policy and EQ policy. R policy is the special case of ER policy when βR� 0, and
all consumers make uninformed purchases; EQ policy is the special case of ER policy when
βR� β̄, and all consumers make informed purchases. Under EQ policy, then βR ε [0, β̄]. This
implies that a proportion of consumers is uninformed, and the remaining consumers become
informedpurchasers.Asmentioned inProposition 5, increasing consumer return costs (higher
βR) converts more uninformed consumers into informed consumers, which greatly reduces
returns. Hence, the seller benefits from an offline showroom instead of providing full refunds
only. Furthermore, compared with not allowing returns, though creating an offline showroom
may result in no loss due to returns because fit uncertainty is fully solved, it decreases demand
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base because those consumers who visit the showroom and find a poor match or entire misfit
do not make purchases. Therefore, the optimal profit under EQ policy is lower than that of
not allowing returns.

5 Artificial intelligence adoption

In this section we analyze how adopting artificial intelligence that effectively lowers product
fit uncertainty and objectively recommends better matching exchanges affects the returns
policies when the seller provides full refunds for returns.

5.1 Artificial intelligence eliminates fit uncertainty

First, we consider the ideal setting in which the application of artificial intelligence entirely
eliminates product fit uncertainty. In other words, on obtaining the artificial intelligence
personalized virtual-reality experience, the consumer discovers and learns fit information
completely, then makes an informed purchase. Hence, the actual number of consumers who
make purchases and keep the products is mx. Considering this, artificial intelligence adoption
and creation of an offline showroom are equal in eliminating product fit uncertainty. The
seller’s expected profit can be shown as

�A(q) � pE min(mx, q) + s[q − E min(mx, q)] − cq. (10)

In Eq. (10), the first item corresponds to the revenue from the products kept, the second
item captures revenues from salvaging the new products, and the last item is the procurement
cost.

Solving this optimization problem allows us to have the optimal quantity q∗
A � m F

−1
[(c−

s)/(p − s)], and the resulting optimal profit �∗
A � m(p − s)

∫ F
−1

[(c−s)/(p−s)]
0 x f (x)dx .

Lemma 1 If artificial intelligence adoption entirely eliminates product fit uncertainty, the
optimal quantity q∗

A and optimal profit �∗
A are a linear increase in the product fit probability

m.

Lemma 1 shows that as the probabilitym of a consumer really liking the product increases,
the number of consumers keeping products increases, thus increasing the quantity and optimal
profit.

Proposition 7 Suppose that artificial intelligence adoption fully eliminates fit uncertainty.
Compared with creating an offline showroom, artificial intelligence adoption better benefits
the seller, i.e., �∗

E R ≤ �∗
E Q � �∗

A. However, the seller prefers not allowing returns to
offering an artificial intelligence experience, i.e., �∗

A < �∗
B .

Proposition 7 highlights that the optimal profit of a seller adopting artificial intelligence
technologies is not less than creating an offline showroom. Specifically, by comparing Propo-
sitions 3 and 7, we find that employing artificial intelligence may benefit the seller more than
creating an offline showroom when all returns are eventually salvaged. This is because the
former induces all consumers to make an informed purchase while the latter only encour-
ages a fraction of consumers to make an informed purchase. Furthermore, adopting artificial
intelligence while salvaging returns provides sellers with profits equal to those provided by
creating an offline showroom and reselling returns quickly. However, compared with not
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allowing returns, the adoption of artificial intelligence leads to a lower profit for the seller.
This follows from when returns are not allowed, even though consumers make uninformed
purchases, they do not return them in the case of misfit. This means that all consumers
make an “implicit” informed purchase, greatly increasing the seller’s profits. However, as
mentioned before, adopting artificial intelligence lessens the demand base and the resulting
profit. Hence, the artificial intelligence experience still leads to a lower profit for the seller
compared with not allowing returns.

5.2 Artificial intelligence lowers fit uncertainty

More practically, products such as apparel comprise a digital attribute and a nondigital
attribute; thus, adopting artificial intelligence technologies (virtual fitting-room technolo-
gies, chatbots, intelligent recommending agents) may (i) greatly lower the search cost and
product fit gap of consumers through accurate analysis of their preferences, and (ii) expand
the demand base by converting more browsers into purchasers and recommending products
to other potential consumers who need but do not know assistance from artificial intelligence
technologies. For example, virtual fitting technologies developed by the online seller HAO-
MAIYI may help increase purchasers by 12.4%, and reduce the return rate of some brands
by about 30% (You 2017). In addition, Gallino and Moreno (2018) reported that virtual
fitting-room technologies result in an approximately 71.8% of total incremental benefit from
browsers into purchasers, and 16.6% from lower returns.

To clarify our results, we make the following simplifying assumption. First, the proba-
bility of return (1 − m) falls to (1 − m)(1 − λ) once a consumer gets personalized artificial
intelligence experience (0≤λ ≤1), where λ captures the level of product fit uncertainty
reduced by the artificial intelligence experience. Second, we denote the expanding (or less-
ening) demand base by using θ (λ)x, where θ (λ)>1 represents that implementing artificial
intelligence expands the demand base by accurately recommending products to browsers
and other potential consumers. Intuitively, this demand expanding effect is also explained as
the artificial intelligence personalized experience increasing consumers’ attachment to the
product. In addition, Kim and Krishnan (2015) report that providing more fit information
induces higher sales. Conversely, θ (λ)<1 captures a setting where the artificial intelligence
experience may be perceived as less knowledgeable and less empathetic by consumers, as
in Luo et al. (2019). Intuitively, the artificial intelligence experience should not diminish the
demand base, thus we assume that dθ (λ)/dλ=θ ’(λ)≥0. All returns are salvaged eventually
in period t2. The seller’s expected profit can be expressed as

�P (q) � p[1 − (1 − m)(1 − λ)]Emin[θ (λ)x, q] + s(1 − m)(1 − λ)Emin[θ (λ)x, q]

+ s[q − Emin(θ (λ)x, q)] − cq
.

(11)

In Eq. (11), the first item corresponds to the revenue from the products kept, the second
item indicates the loss from consumer returns, the third item captures revenues from salvaging
new products, and the last item is the procurement cost.

Solving the optimization problem allows us to get the optimal quantity as follows:

q∗
P � θ (λ)F

−1
[

c − s

p − s

1

m + (1 − m)λ

]

. (12)

The optimal profit is given by�∗
P � (p−s)[m+(1−m)λ]θ (λ)

∫ F
−1

[ c−s
p−s

1
m+(1−m)λ ]

0 x f (x)dx .
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Proposition 8 Suppose that providing an artificial intelligence personalized experience stim-
ulates the demand base and lessens fit uncertainty. Then, there exists two thresholds, λ1 and
λ2 (λ1 <λ2) such that when λ ≤ λ1, then �∗

P ≤ �∗
E Q ≤ �∗

B; when λ ∈ (λ1, λ2], then
�∗

E Q < �∗
P ≤ �∗

B ; when λ > λ2, then �∗
E Q ≤ �∗

B < �∗
P .

See “Appendix B” for the proof.
Proposition8proves an interesting and strong connectionbetween the artificial intelligence

experience and offering full refund. Theoretically, when the additional fit information that
artificial intelligence adoption provides is available, potential browsers are more likely to
become purchasers, and purchasers are less likely to return purchased products.

First, compared with not allowing returns, if the level of lowering fit uncertainty by artifi-
cial intelligence adoption is less than threshold λ2 (λ ≤λ2), it is not conducive for consumers
to ascertain fit information, which not only leads to a large number of returns and result-
ing losses, but also is not conducive to the conversion of browsers into purchasers. In this
respect, the seller should not provide an artificial intelligence personalized experience. How-
ever, if the level of lowering fit uncertainty is generally high (λ >λ2), it is more helpful for
consumers when they ascertain product fit. Thus, an artificial intelligence personalized expe-
rience not only leads to a substantial reduction in returns and resulting losses, but converts
more browsers or even other potential uninformed consumers into actual purchasers. Con-
sidering this discussion, the seller is better off providing an artificial intelligence experience
when offering full refunds.

Second, compared with creating an offline showroom instead of not allowing returns,
implementing artificial intelligence expands the range of parameter λ. In other words, even
though λ is less than λ2, as long as it is greater than λ1, i.e., λ ε [λ1, λ2), adopting artificial
intelligence still benefits the seller more than creating an offline showroom. This is because
the latter reduces the fraction of consumers buying products, which reduces the optimal profit.
Therefore, when λ is above λ1, the increased revenue from both expanding the demand base
and reducing returns sufficiently compensates for the loss of the remaining returns, which
makes the seller’s total profit higher than when providing an offline showroom; by contrast, if
λ is below λ1, regarding providing an artificial intelligence experience, the increased revenue
from the above two aspects does not compensate for the loss of the remaining returns,
indicating that the seller should provide an offline showroom rather than implement artificial
intelligence.

5.3 Artificial intelligence recommends better-matching exchanges

In this section, we examine what exchange products the adopted artificial intelligence should
accurately and objectively recommend to consumers who hope to make a full refund claim in
the case of returns. In otherwords,we focus onwhether the artificial intelligence that the seller
employs deeply analyzes the reason for returns and accurately recommends better-matching
alternatives effectively enhances the value of after-sales services (i.e., the return experience).
To a certain extent, providing full refunds is helpful for consumers to search and ascertain
the best fit information. Ertekin (2018) provides evidence that the offline return experience
influences consumer exchange and repurchase behavior through salesperson competence and
selling pressure.More crucially, selling pressuremay come from a fraction of the commission
depending heavily on sales performance. Unlike the traditional offline experience, Luo et al.
(2019) show that online artificial intelligence chatbots are as effective as salespeople in
terms of competence but do not have the selling pressure of salespeople. Taken together, the
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artificial intelligence return experience helps consumers learn the true reason for the misfit
of the initial purchase, find a better-matching exchange and eventually keep it.

In broad terms, an exchange (alternative) recommended by artificial intelligence can
be partitioned into horizontally and vertically differentiated products. Compared with the
product initially sold, a horizontally differentiated exchange has similar characteristics but
with better-matching information, which can be explained as the replacement of the same
subcategory. A vertically differentiated exchange has not only a higher quality but also better-
matching information, which can be regarded as a cross-category replacement. Shulman et al.
(2009) consider horizontally differentiated exchanges that better fit consumers’ expectations
but has the same net profit margin p − c as the initial products, but Samorani et al. (2019)
focus on vertically differentiated exchange, reporting that if a consumer initially purchases a
JVC for US$159.99, then replaces it during the exchange with an SON for US$229.98, the
consumer eventually keeps it. We assume that upon returning products, a fraction ρ ε [0, 1]
of consumers buy the recommended exchange, and the remaining consumers choose to make
a full refund claim. For simplicity, we also assume that an exchange is modeled exogenously.
For each exchange or repurchase product, the seller obtains a net profit margin w. Hence, the
seller’s profit can be expressed as

�AR(q) � pm Emin(q, x) + s(1 − ρ)(1 − m)Emin(q, x)

+ ρ(s + w)(1 − m)Emin(q, x) + s[q − Emin(q, x)] − cq.
(13)

In Eq. (13), the first item corresponds to the revenue from the products kept, the second
item indicates the loss from returns, the third item captures revenues from exchanges, the
fourth item captures revenues from salvaging the new products, and the last item is the
procurement cost.

Solving this optimization problem allows us to get q∗
AR � F

−1
[ c−s
(p−s)m+ρw(1−m) ], and

�∗
AR � [(p − s)m + ρw(1 − m)]

∫ q∗
AR

0 x f (x)dx .

Lemma 2 Supposing that artificial intelligence objectively recommends better-matching
exchanges, the optimal profit �∗

AR is a convex increase in w.

Lemma 2 reveals that as the net profit margin w of exchanges increases, the seller can
keep some or all of the profit margin from the initial sales, which results in an increase in
optimal profits.

Proposition 9 When artificial intelligence can objectively recommend better-matching
exchanges, (i) there exists a threshold w∗ ∈ (0, (p − s)/ρ) such that if w ≤ w∗, then
�∗

AR ≤ �∗
E Q < �∗

B; if w ∈ (w∗, (p − s)/ρ], then �∗
E Q < �∗

AR < �∗
B; if w > (p − s)/ρ,

then �∗
AR > �∗

B > �∗
E Q . (ii) �∗

AR > �∗
R .

Proposition 9 highlights how the application of artificial intelligence affects the seller’s
profits.

(i) Comparison between employing artificial intelligence and not allowing returns.

Compared with not allowing returns, if the net marginal profit of an exchange recommended
by artificial intelligence is sufficiently high (w > (p−s)/ρ), such as a vertically differentiated
product with a relatively high marginal profit, it helps to increase the profits of the seller by
facilitating consumers’ continuous searches. Considering this discussion, returns should not
be deemed as cost centers to be minimized but rather as opportunities to extract value from
returned products. Additionally, sometimes some consumers may delay an exchange and
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buy another product a few days later (Samorani et al. 2019). Moreover, if a recommended
exchange has a low marginal profit (w ≤ (p − s)/ρ), even though allowing returns provides
for the consumer’s continuous search, it may not benefit the seller because salvaging returns
seriously erodes the profit margin of initial sales. This, together with a lower profit margin of
an exchange, results in a reduction in revenues. Taken together, the seller should minimize
returns. For example, the marginal profit of a horizontally differentiated exchange is p − c, as
in Shulman et al. (2009), which is far below (p − s)/ρ, making the profit of the seller lower
than not allowing returns. This follows from the seller’s revenue from the sales of exchanges
needing to compensate for the full refunds of the fraction of consumers returning products.
Conversely, when returns are not allowed, the seller does not need to compensate consumer
loss caused by product mismatch. Taking these two aspects into account, application of
artificial intelligence may not benefit the seller more than not allowing returns.

(ii) Comparison between artificial intelligence application and creating offline showroom.

Now that the threshold w* is less than (p − s)/ρ, adopting artificial intelligence expands
the range of parameter w. Further, if w ∈ (w∗, (p − s)/ρ], adopting artificial intelligence
is still more beneficial to the seller than creating an offline showroom. This is because the
latter reduces the fraction of consumers buying products, leading to a reduction in the seller’s
profits. Therefore, as long as w is greater than w*, the increased revenue from exchanges
compensates sufficiently for the loss of salvaging returns, which leads to an increase in the
seller’s profits to a point that is higher than that from providing an offline showroom.

Combining all the above discussions, though sometimes implementing artificial intel-
ligence cannot significantly eliminate returns, it still provides after-sales service (return)
experiences, which is also conducive to sellers because accurately recommending exchanges
for returns is helpful for consumers who seek a better-matching exchange continuously, and
also helps to increase the profits of the seller.

5.4 Case analysis of Stitch Fix

In this section we analyze how Stitch Fix adopted artificial intelligence to decrease consumer
returns as well as increase its profitability.

First, Stitch Fix’s artificial intelligence, which uses massive data and algorithms, can
accurately recommend matching apparel products. Broadly, there are two competitive strate-
gies in online business: focusing on low prices and fast shipping, such as Amazon.com,
Taobao.com, and JD.com, and focusing on creating a significantly superior personalized
service experience, such as Stitch Fix. With the emergence of new retail operations, increas-
ingly more consumers pay greater attention to the personalized service experience. Stitch
Fix meets this experience by accumulating massive amounts of data and adopting artificial
intelligence. According to a 2016 Internet trend report, if Stitch Fix’s artificial intelligence
predicts that consumers have a 100% probability of purchasing some kind of clothing, the
actual probability of consumers’ purchases is as high as 90% (Meeker 2016). This shows
that adoption of artificial intelligence greatly lowers the product fit uncertainty and helps the
vast majority of consumers make an informed purchase, thus heavily lessening the number
of returns.

Second, the consumer incurs the return cost. A consumer needs to pay a US$20 styling
fee up front, then Stitch Fix mails a box containing five clothing items personalized to her
within the agreed period. If the consumer does not like them, she may return them to make
a full refund claim, but incurs the return cost of US$20, specifically, the US$20 styling fee
she paid in advance is converted into the return cost (Lake 2018). More realistically, many
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consumers tend to avoid the trouble of the return and keep the items, which further lowers
returns to a certain extent.

Third, the profit margin of clothing sold by Stitch Fix is high. Stitch Fix’s profit margin
rate increased from 35.2% in 2014 to 44.5% in 2017 (Zhen 2017). Consequently, a relatively
high profit margin not only is helpful for Stitch Fix to heavily invest in personalized service
innovation, but rather helps to compensate for the loss caused by salvaging consumer returns.
In addition, Gallino and Moreno (2018) estimate that the cost of apparel products sold by
Metail, which offers virtual fitting-room technologies, only accounts for 30% of the revenue.
This also shows that a high marginal profit can hedge against the loss caused by salvaging
remaining returns. Essentially, the high profit margin of clothing sales is the core driver of
artificial intelligence adoption.

Finally, the repurchase rate of consumers is very high. According to statistics, in 2016
and 2017, the repurchase rate of Stitch Fix’s consumers was 83% and 86%, respectively
(Zhen 2017). This shows that the adoption of artificial intelligence by Stitch Fix significantly
enhances the personalized service experience of after-sales, and accurately recommends
better-matching exchanges as well as subsequent repurchase products to consumers, which
help to increase its long-term benefits and sustainable profitability.

Considering this discussion, artificial intelligence adoption is helpful for consumers to
make an informed purchases, and for Stitch Fix to recommend better-matching apparel prod-
ucts.

6 Managerial implications of artificial intelligence adoption

6.1 Implications for practice

First, artificial intelligence adoption that accurately recommends vertically differentiated
exchanges with a relatively high marginal profit may be helpful for sellers to increase profits
when consumers return initial product. Consequently, returns might be deemed as opportu-
nities to facilitate consumers’ continuous searches of exchanges.

Second, theoretically, artificial intelligence adoption that accurately profiles consumer
browsing and purchasing data and preferences by using data insight technologies may
effectively lessen or even eliminate product fit uncertainty, which is helpful for sellers to
segment consumers, maximizing extraction of consumer surplus. However, with the con-
tinuous fermentation of big data killing events, increasingly more consumers immediately
delete browsing and purchasing records after purchasing products, which is not good for
artificial intelligence that accurately profiles consumer intrinsic preferences. Therefore, we
caution that the sellermust carefully consider the fairness of each consumer’s purchase caused
by continuous fermentation of big data killing events when adopting artificial intelligence
technologies and agents.

Third, when a seller introduces a new product, consumers face extreme product fit uncer-
tainty. In this case, two types of operational innovation can be adopted. It is also worth
noting, however, that the return cost is becoming an important factor influencing whether
consumers buy products online. More specifically, if the return cost turns out to be relatively
low, consumers prefer to make uninformed purchases directly, resulting in a larger number
of returns. In this respect, the seller is better off adopting artificial intelligence to enhance
the personalized virtual-reality experience through which returns are greatly decreased. If
the consumer returns cost is high, conventional wisdom holds that the seller should lower
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the consumer returns costs by permitting in store returns for online purchases, or allowing
consumers to purchase return freight insurance to reduce the cost of returns. We caution
that lowering consumer returns costs prompts more consumers to make uninformed pur-
chases directly, which leads to an increasing number of returns. A more effective measure
for the seller is to provide an artificial intelligence virtual-reality experience, encouraging
consumers to make informed purchases. As the product lifecycle progresses, consumers get
more information regarding the product fit gap and tend to make a more informed purchases
directly, which lowers the value of the service experience. Correspondingly, both offline
showrooms and artificial intelligence technologies extract a lower value of the service expe-
rience.

Last, from the perspective of operational innovation, creating an offline showroom may
focus heavily on avoiding a fraction of returns, but possibly lessen the actual demand
base; however, artificial intelligence adoption may balance reducing the probability of
returns and expanding the demand base. More importantly, adopting artificial intelli-
gence in a new retail operation deeply enhances the personalized service experience,
which creates stickiness of consumers. Consequently, supplementing artificial intelligence
adoption with a policy of allowing returns may benefit sellers even though consumers
sometimes abuse the returns policies. This is reflected in helping the seller achieve two
transformations, including (i) from exclusively selling products and services to entirely
managing consumers’ personalized lifestyles; and (ii) from the initial profit center to
the novel retail infrastructure service provider based on the value and experience cen-
ter.

6.2 Implications for research

First, the implication for research of our study was to combine three existing areas: (i)
online returns policies, (ii) creation of offline showrooms, and (iii) application of artifi-
cial intelligence technologies. By incorporating the above areas, we hopefully are better
able to provide a new vision for interdisciplinary integration. Second, existing studies
mainly empirically and experimentally examine how artificial intelligence adoption affects
online returns policies whereas our research complements this literature by analytically
incorporating reselling returns as well as demand uncertainty, and specifically analyzing
the case of Stitch Fix to further reveal how artificial intelligence effectively deals with
online returns under a new retail operation. Finally, we use an analytic modeling method
to compare two types of operational innovation: offline showrooms focusing on the physical
experience and artificial intelligence adoption focusing on a personalized virtual experi-
ence.

7 Conclusions

The lack of touch-and-feel experience for online purchases increases product fit uncertainty,
which reduces the purchase initiative of consumers. The implied “insurance” mechanism
of the seller providing full (or nearly full) refunds induces more consumers to buy prod-
ucts. However, how to resell returns that do not have defects has become the most apparent
side effect of sellers’ operations. Therefore, it is crucial for practitioners and academics to
ascertain how online sellers can balance minimizing returns and allowing returns. Motivated
by practice of online business, this paper focused on exploring two types of operational
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innovation: offline showrooms and artificial intelligence adoption. Creating offline show-
rooms may help consumers have opportunities to touch and try products, thus increasing
their acceptances of the products. However, the adoption of artificial intelligence may lower
product fit uncertainty and improve after-sales services. Furthermore, the previous empirical
and experimental studies regarding both operational innovations provide little information
regarding reselling returns and demand uncertainty, but both have a profound impact on
online operations. Considering this discussion, this paper focused on examining whether
artificial intelligence adoption is more beneficial to sellers than offline showrooms or even
not allowing returns, and how these affect consumers’ purchase decisions as well as sellers’
returns policies.

We obtained the following valuable results. First, artificial intelligence adoption is bet-
ter for accurately recommending vertically differentiated exchanges with a relatively high
marginal profit. Second, compared with the seller’s most desired no returns policy, whether
artificial intelligence adoption substantially benefits the seller depends on howmuch it lessens
misfit and expands the demand base with initial sales. Third, compared with creating offline
showrooms, artificial intelligence adoption expands the range of the level of lessening misfit
and the net profit margin of exchange recommended. Last, we caution that the seller must
rationally consider the fairness of consumers’ purchases caused by continuous fermentation
of big data killing eventswhen adopting artificial intelligence to accurately profile consumers’
preferences.

This analysis can be extended in several directions. First, our research mainly focuses on
the impact of artificial intelligence adoption on online returns policies, with the rise of the
new retail mode, more online sellers need to integrate online and offline channel operations
to provide a seamless consumer experience; hence, research on how artificial intelligence
affects omnichannel returns policies can further extract value from artificial intelligence.
Second, this paper studied how consumer returns are driven by product fit uncertainty. How-
ever, in practice, even though the product sometimes does meet a consumer’s expectation,
she still returns it and makes an illegitimate claim intentionally, which can be regarded as
abusing the returns policy. Thus, evaluating the effect of artificial intelligence adoption on
abuse of the returns policy is an interesting avenue of future research. Finally, we focused
on how artificial intelligence objectively recommends better-matching exchanges, but as
mentioned before, big data killing events make increasingly more consumers reluctant to
buy products (exchanges) recommended by artificial intelligence. Consequently, studying
the game between sellers who desire to profile more accurate consumer preferences by
adopting artificial intelligence and consumers who avoid artificial intelligence monitoring
as much as possible can better reveal the applicability of artificial intelligence technolo-
gies.
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Appendix A: Notation

Variable notation

x: The total demand

p, s: Sales price (salvage value)

m: Product fit probability

t, β: Consumer return costs (offline visiting cost)

v: Consumer value with product fit

λ: The level of AI lowering fit uncertainty

ρ: Fraction of consumers buying exchanges

w: Net profit margin of an exchange

q, P: The stocking quantity (the profit of seller)

Appendix B: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1 To make q∗
B ≥ 0 holds, condition m ≥ m � (c − s)/(p − s) must be

satisfied.

dq∗
B

dm
� 1

f (q∗
B )

c − s

m2(p − s)
> 0;

d2q∗
B

dm2 � − f ′(q∗
B )

[ f (q∗
B )]

2

dq∗
B

dm

c − s

m2(p − s)
− 1

f (q∗
B )

2(c − s)

m3(p − s)
.

From Envelope Theorem, we can get
d�∗

B
dm � (p − s)Emin(q∗

B , x) > 0, and
d2�∗

B
dm2 �

(p − s)F(q∗
B)

dq∗
B

dm > 0. Thus �∗
B is increasing convex in m.

Proof of Proposition 3 After calculation, we can get

�∗
E R � (p − s)

⎧
⎨

⎩
q∗

E R − [G(βR) + mG(βR)]
∫ q∗

E R
G(βR )+mG(βR )

0
F(x)dx

⎫
⎬

⎭

− (c − s)q∗
E R − (p − s)(1 − m)

⎧
⎨

⎩
q∗

E R − G(βR)
∫ q∗

E R
G(βR )

0
F(x)dx

⎫
⎬

⎭
.

From envelope theorem, we can immediately have

d�∗
E R

dβR
� ∂�∗

E R

∂βR
� (p − s)(1 − m)g(βR)

∫ q∗
E R

G(βR )

q∗
E R

G(βR )+mG(βR )

x f (x)dx > 0.

By noting that dβR/dt � 1 − m ≥ 0, we have d�∗
E R/dt > 0.

In additive have that
d�∗

E R

ds
� ∂�∗

E R

∂s

� [G(βR) + mG(βR)]
∫ q∗

E R
G(βR )+mG(βR )

0
F(x)dx + (1 − m)Emin[q∗

E R, G(βR)x] > 0.
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Proof of Proposition 4 If βR � 0(i.e.,t � 0), then we have that �∗
E R � �∗

R , which together
with βR ≥ 0 and d�∗

E R/dβR > 0 lead to �∗
E R ≥ �∗

R . In a similar fashion, we can get that
�∗

E R < �∗
B .

Proof of Proposition 5 We can easily have
dq∗

E Q
dm � F−1( p−c

p−s ),
d2q∗

E Q

dm2 � 0,
d�∗

E Q
dm � (p −

s)
∫ F−1( p−c

p−s )

0 x f (x)dx and
d2�∗

E Q

dm2 � 0. Thus,q∗
E Q and �∗

E Q all linear increasing in m.

Proof of Proposition 6 (1) Comparison of inventory quantity.Whenm � m, we have q∗
E Q �

m F−1( p−c
p−s ) > q∗

R � 0; when m � 1, we have q∗
E Q � q∗

R . By noting that q∗
E Q is linear

increasing in m whereas q∗
R is increasing concave in m, then there are two possible

outcomes between q∗
E Q and q∗

R : (i) for all m, then q∗
E Q > q∗

R ; (ii) there exists a threshold

m*, when m ≤ m∗, then q∗
E Q ≥ q∗

R ; when m > m∗, then q∗
E Q < q∗

R . As noted,
dq∗

E Q
dm

is a constant, whereas
dq∗

R
dm is decreasing in m. For m � 1, if

dq∗
E Q

dm <
dq∗

R
dm , case (i) is

satisfied; if
dq∗

E Q
dm >

dq∗
R

dm , case (ii) holds.

Based on
dq∗

E Q
dm

∣
∣
∣
m�1

� dq∗
R

dm

∣
∣
∣
m�1

, we can get F−1(1 − z) f [F−1(1 − z)] � z, where

z � c−s
p−s . From this equation, the unique solution z0 is obtained. Substituting z0 in z

above, we obtain that s E Q � p − p−c
1−z0

. Hence, if s < s E Q , we have
dq∗

E Q
dm <

dq∗
R

dm and

q∗
E Q > q∗

R ; if s ≥ s E Q , we can obtain that
dq∗

E Q
dm ≥ dq∗

R
dm . Correspondingly, case (ii) is

satisfied.
(2) Comparison of optimal profit. When m � m, we have �∗

R � 0 and �∗
E Q � (p −

s)m
∫ F−1( p−c

p−s )

0 x f (x)dx > 0. When m� 1, we have q∗
E Q � q∗

R and �∗
E Q � �∗

R . By
noting that �∗

E Q is linear increasing in m whereas �∗
R is increasing convex in m, we

can show that �∗
E Q > �∗

R .

Proof of Proposition 8 Differentiating the profit function �∗
P w.r.t. λ, we can now get

d�∗
P

dλ
� (p − s)

{
(1 − m)θ (λ) + [m + (1 − m)λ]θ ′(λ)

}
∫ q∗

P
θ (λ)

0
x f (x)dx

+ (c − s)q∗
P

1 − m

m + (1 − m)λ
> 0.

By noted that θ (λ) ≥ 1, then we can get that �∗
P

∣
∣
λ�1 � θ (λ)|λ�1�

∗
B ≥ �∗

B .
Assume that θ (λ)|λ�0 � 1, we can obtain that �∗

P

∣
∣
λ�0 � m(p −

s)
∫ F

−1
[ c−s

m(p−s) ]

0 x f (x)dx � �∗
R .

Noted that
d�∗

P |λ�0
dm � d�∗

R
dm > 0, and �∗

P

∣
∣
λ�0,m�1 � �∗

B , we can get that �∗
P

∣
∣
λ�0 < �∗

B
if m < 1.
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